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Do not be afraid to experiment if you focus on 
continuous feedback, learning and improvement 

- Deborah 



ICAgile - Agility in Marketing 
Operating with Agility

This certification is part of a specialized journey within the Business Agility track and is aimed 
at people who are primarily focused within the marketing function. Target attendees are part 

of an organization actively adopting agile thinking and practices and the content is 
applicable irrespective of industry. Following completion of this certification, marketers will 
be able to articulate and implement agile ways of thinking and working, allowing them to 

deliver more responsive, customer-centric business outcomes. 





VUCA has become 
the norm

 The organization of the future 
will have to deal with all four 

dynamics: volatility, uncertainty, 
complexity and ambiguity. 

.



Agility in Marketing Journey
6 steps to become an Agile Team

Step
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Step
 6

Step
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Step 2

Step 3

Step1

Employee Engagement Customer focus

Culture of Experimentation
FrameworksFeedback and continuous 

improvement

Mindset and  Culture



Customer focused collaboration 
over silos and hierarchy

Validated learning over opinions and 
conventions

Adaptive and iterative 
campaigns over Big-Bang 

campaigns
Iteration

Learning

Customer focus

Manifesto
We are discovering better ways of creating value for our customers

The process of customer discovery 
over static prediction

Flexible vs. rigid planning

Responding to change over 
following a plan

Many small experiments over  
a few large bets



frameworks ,  method, best 
practices

Values

Principles

Practices

Mindset

A set of standards of behaviour 
What is important in business life? 

The established set of attitudes held by 
someone ( people, team, organization)

An accepted or professed rule  
of action or conduct 

How to Succeed
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Ownership 
Since the team has ownership 
over the team manifesto, team 

members will behave according to 
it and encourage others to do the 

How to become an Agile Team
2 pillars: Transparency and Ownership

Create your Team Manifesto

Coherence 
A team manifesto ensures that the 

team coherence improves.
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Behavior 
It is a common understanding 

about the desired behavior within 
the team, and what it means for 

them to be a team..
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Agile Marketing Team



Your Agile Team Canvas



Customer Focus
Analysis and Segmentation

Strategy MetricsPersonas Learning

Focus on adaptive planning, outcomes over 
output. 

Choose tools for adaptive customer centric 
marketing 



Focusing on 
Outcomes, not 
output
 
Shifting from an “output” 
to “outcome” mindset 
may not be easy, but it’s 
critical to the ongoing 
relevance of Marketing 
within a business.  



Marketing Backlog
How to take care of it to achieve outcomes

The Marketing Backlog reflects everything that is 
known to be needed to create strong relationship 

with your customer 

Marketing Backlog 
is not a Product 
Backlog

1
Epics 
Customer stories 
Team Stories
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How to write Good Customer Stories
That create Value and influence your Customer

Customer Stories template is used in Agile to capture a description of a  
marketing activity from a customer perspectiv
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EXTERNAL CONTEXT

AS A CUSTOMER _ ROLE

I WANT  <some goals>

SO THAT < some reasons >

DELIVERABLES

USER NEEDS



How to Succeed
Agile is something that you want to become
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Flow based Approach Short Iteration Continuous feedback

Culture of experimentation Validate learning Use data to take decisions



Kanban
Kanban is a method for managing the creation 

of marketing campaign  with an emphasis on 
continuous delivery while not overburdening 

the marketing  team.  

Kanban promotes continuous collaboration 
and encourages active, ongoing learning and 
improving by defining the best possible team 

workflow. 



SCRUM

Scrum is a methodology of managing 
marketing strategy and time, but it brings 

along a philosophy of agility and flexibility. 

Scrum Events are a pathway for Improvement.

Credits: theliberators.com
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Agility in Marketing Journey
Becoming an Agile Marketer is an everyday journey

Start with people, listen to your customers, create the strategy and achieve 
your goal incrementally

Think Big, but 
Implement 
Incrementally

1
Engage people to 
self organize and 
lead them to with 
the culture of 
experimentation

2
Accelerate our 
learning from the 
results and jump on 
opportunities ahead 
of your competitors

Not every 
experiment will 
succeed.Don’t be 
afraid to fail and 
learn every day 



Thank You
Deborah Ghisolfi 

Agile Marketing Italia 

+39 3343153983 

www.agilemarketingitalia.com 

deborah@agilemarketingitalia.com
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